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Abstract. Offensive and defensive players in the cyber security sphere
constantly react to either party’s actions. This reactive approach works
well for attackers but can be devastating for defenders. This approach
also models the software security patching lifecycle. Patches fix security
flaws, but when deployed, can be used to develop malicious exploits.

To make exploit generation using patches more resource intensive, we
propose inserting deception into software security patches. These ghost
patches mislead attackers with deception and fix legitimate flaws in code.
An adversary using ghost patches to develop exploits will be forced to use
additional resources. We implement a proof of concept for ghost patches
and evaluate their impact on program analysis and runtime. We find that
these patches have a statistically significant impact on dynamic analysis
runtime, increasing time to analyze by a factor of up to 14x, but do not
have a statistically significant impact on program runtime.

1 Introduction

Software developers release programs to the public every day, but this code is not
perfectly written. As stated by Mosher’s Law of Software Engineering: “Don’t
worry if it doesn’t work right. If everything did, you’d be out of a job” [18]. Thus
developers release code that has flaws and subsequently provide the necessary
patches to fix the flawed code.

These patches are released with varying frequency, depending on the severity
of the flaw as well as developer resources. Software security patches have a higher
severity rating than non-security patches because these vulnerabilities could neg-
atively impact other programs and services present on the machine. Thus, when
a security flaw is discovered, a patch to fix this flaw usually follows shortly after.
This trend is shown by a report released in 2016 where the average time the
top five most frequently exploited zero-day vulnerabilities remained undetected
once an attack was released was 7 days and the average time to install a patch
for these vulnerabilities once the patch was released was 1 day [23].

Despite the speed with which these flaws are detected and updated, patches
also inherently have a negative impact on the software: revealing the location of
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vulnerabilities and the type of security vulnerability being patched. This provides
a blueprint for attackers as they develop exploits for vulnerable systems. Exploit
generation research shows that attackers can use patches to find vulnerabilities
and use these results to develop exploits for unpatched code [6,10].

One solution to make this blueprint more difficult to understand is to obfus-
cate the traditional patch [4,9,25]. This approach will make the patch more
difficult to statically analyze, but dynamic analysis tools exist that can analyze
obfuscated code [24] and the location of the patch is not masked. Therefore, addi-
tional techniques must be applied to software patching to enhance its security.

Thus, an additional technique we propose is to apply deception to software
security patching to enhance its security. One method we propose to deceive
attackers injects a faux patch, composed of one or more fake patches into tra-
ditional patches. These misleading updates could influence attackers’ ability
to identify a legitimate patch, making exploit generation using patches more
resource intensive. While not an absolute solution to the problem of patch-based
exploit generation, these misleading updates could increase the resources needed
to reverse-engineer patches, which is the first step in exploit generation and
along with other deceptive and detection techniques could make these attacks
more cost intensive. We call the combination of a faux patch and a legitimate
patch(es) for a single program a ghost patch.

Definition. Ghost patches are composed of two components: a legitimate patch,
made of traditional patches, and a faux patch, made of fake patches. The legiti-
mate patch component fixes any vulnerability or vulnerabilities that may exist
in the program. These traditional patches are actual fixes for vulnerable code.
The faux patch component is additional code meant to mislead attackers. Each
fake patch within a faux patch suggests a fake vulnerability.

Ghost patches provide the same level of security as traditional patches, but
could confuse attackers analyzing the code. This extra time and effort attackers
spend analyzing the code would increase the time between a patch release and an
exploit release. This could provide end-users more time to patch their vulnerable
systems, causing fewer attacks to succeed.

Related Work. Researchers have applied deceptive techniques to software
patches, but we believe our work is the first full treatment that applies, imple-
ments and analyzes fake code to software security patches, specifically patches
for input validation vulnerabilities. Araujo et al. [2,3] apply deception to security
vulnerabilities such as Heartbleed and Conflicker. Their work focuses on fixing
a patch by detecting an attack and diverting the runtime environment to a
sanitized virtual environment that appears vulnerable. Researchers though have
developed techniques to reliably distinguish sandbox environments from real user
machines [27]. Thus, an attacker can identify when they are being monitored and
deceived. This technique also does not camouflage legitimate patches, thus, an
adversary can easily identify these patches using a diff between a patched and
unpatched program. Ghost patches do mask the location of legitimate patches
among other plausible code updates, making an adversary’s task of identifying
the legitimate patch more resource intensive.
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Fake patches have also been mentioned by Bashar et al. [4] and Oh [19]
as ways to deceive attackers. Our work differs from these by implementing a
compiler solution using LLVM [15] to add fake patches to code and evaluating
their impact on program analysis and runtime. Adding false code to improve
code stealth and make reverse engineering of an entire program more difficult
has been explored [14].

Work by Collberg et al. also discuss bogus control flow statements [8]. Bogus
control flow statements are control flow statements that mislead reverse engi-
neering techniques and static analysis tools. This technique focuses on making
legitimate paths in a program more difficult to identify to prevent attackers from
bypassing sections of code (i.e. registration, validation, DRM, etc.). This work is
similar to our approach, as both attempt to add additional statements making
code more difficult to understand. Bogus control flow mainly attempts to pre-
vent bypassing critical code segments, while ghost patches attempt to increase
the resources necessary to develop patch-based exploits. Our approach differs as
dynamic and static analysis tools will be influenced by our approach (i.e. increase
analysis runtime) while applying dynamic analysis to bogus control flows will
expose the legitimate path in the code. Researchers also have presented the idea
of inserting beaconing code traps where return-oriented-programming (ROP)
gadgets would be expected by adversaries [11]. Our work differs as we imple-
ment an automated technique to enhance the security of patches for input val-
idation vulnerabilities. Coppens et al. suggest code diversification can be intro-
duced using patches to increase the effort necessary for exploit generation [10].
This approach would force attackers to generate multiple exploits to achieve
widespread compromise, increasing the effort and resources needed to exploit a
program compared to everyone having the same code with the same vulnera-
bility. This work though does not attempt to mask the legitimate patch, thus
an attacker could easily identify and analyze legitimate patches to code that fix
legitimate vulnerabilities.

Our contributions from this work are as follows:

– Presentation of a novel methodology to develop and insert fake patches.
– Implementation of a proof-of-concept to inject fake patches in code with input

validation vulnerabilities that could result in integer over/under-flows.
– Experimentation with dynamic analysis tool to analyze impact of fake patches.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses background
information, Sect. 3 introduces our approach to applying deception to put vali-
dation patches, Sect. 4 explains how we evaluate a faux patch, Sect. 5 presents
results from evaluating our proof of concept, Sect. 6 reviews limitations and
challenges of ghost patches as well as discusses potential solutions, and Sect. 7
concludes this work.

2 Background

Deception. Deception has been used in computing since the 1970s [12,16,21,22].
Since its introduction, a variety of deceptive tools have been developed to bolster
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computer defenses. Examples of deceptive tools are those that generate decoy doc-
uments [20] and honeyfiles [29]. These documents are planted to attract attention
away from critical data or resources and alert defenders of potential intrusions or
exfiltration attempts.

Our research will use decoy document properties to develop fake patches. The
definition of deception in computation states that any intentional act of mislead-
ing to influence decision making classifies an act as deception [1,28]. Thus, ghost
patches are intentionally placed in code to mislead attackers. Deception can also
be broken into two components, simulation, showing the false, and dissimulation,
hiding the real. Simulation and dissimulation are broken down into three sepa-
rate components. Simulation is comprised of mimicking, inventing, and decoying
and dissimulation is comprised of masking, repackaging, and dazzling [26].

Fake patches are an application of showing the false by mimicking and decoy-
ing and hiding the real by dazzling. They show the false by including charac-
teristics of real patches, mimicking a real patch and attracting attention away
from traditional patches as a decoy. Fake patches hide the real by reducing the
certainty of which patches are real and which are decoys.

Exploiting Patches. Attackers can use patches to develop exploits. One approach
statically reverse-engineers the patched code to determine the vulnerability being
fixed. Another approach dynamically analyzes patched code to determine new
paths that have been added compared to unpatched code. These new paths
suggest that a vulnerability can be exploited in the unpatched program by gen-
erating input that follows the new path in the patched program.

Using either approach, attackers can view the actual lines of code being
changed among program versions. With our approach, fake patches will be pre-
sented along with traditional patches, forcing adversaries using static analysis to
distinguish between each type of patch before generating malicious input. The
fake patches that we add can be executed by benign input without altering the
program’s semantics, forcing adversaries using dynamic analysis to distinguish
which paths are legitimate and which are deceptive. Research has also shown
that exploits can be generated automatically and quickly based on detecting
new “checks” in patched code [6].

Input Validation Vulnerabilities. This work targets input validation vulnerabili-
ties. A common patch to these types of vulnerabilities is to add boundary checks
in the form of if-statements [6]. Thus, given a patch and unpatched program,
a diff between the two programs will show additional branch statements in the
patched version. These branch statements can be used to then determine input
values that will exploit an unpatched program.

3 Approach

This research studies how a fake patch can be implemented in conjunction with
a traditional patch and measures its impact on program analysis and runtime.
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These fake patches should alter the control flow of a program, but not the data
flow of information. Thus, given two programs, one with a ghost patch and the
other with a traditional patch, the final output should be identical.

Our approach is based on the trend that input validation vulnerabilities are
patched by adding conditional statements that validate the value of variables
that can be tainted by malicious input [6]. Thus, to deceive attackers, we add
fake patches to code that mimic these input validation conditional statements,
making exploit generation using patches more resource intensive.

3.1 Threat Model

We consider attackers who are using patches to develop exploits and have access
to both patched and unpatched versions of a program, and can control and
monitor the execution of both as our threat model.

Ghost patching is designed for input validation vulnerabilities that have not
been discovered by the public or do not have a widely available exploit. If there
are scripts that already exploit a well known vulnerability, ghost patches can
still be applied but with less effectiveness. Public exploit databases1 or “under-
ground” forums could be monitored to determine if exploits have been developed.

We specifically look at input validation vulnerabilities that involve integers.
These vulnerabilities can be exploited because of a lack of boundary checking and
can cause subtle program misbehavior through integer overflows or underflows.

Finally, ghost patches target input validation vulnerabilities in enterprise
scale systems. Due to performance constraints, embedded or real time systems
do not present a suitable environment for ghost patches.

3.2 Properties of Ghost Patches

This work applies concepts from decoy documents to deceptive patches. Decoy
documents are fake documents inserted into a file system or on a personal com-
puter and are meant to intentionally mislead attackers. These documents also
mimic real documents and are decoys meant to attract attention away from
critical data. Bowen et al. and Stolfo et al. have conducted research on decoy
documents [5,20] and created a list of properties that decoy documents should
embody. We slightly modify these properties and present in Table 1 our list of
fake patch properties as well as whether the property is trivial to implement or
requires further experimentation.

3.3 Implementation Properties

The implementation of fake patches applies deception to patching because it
attracts attention away from a traditional patch, but does not impact the data
flow of the function being patched. Fake patches should be designed such that
they are not marked as dead-code and removed from the binary as a result of
1 https://www.exploit-db.com/.

https://www.exploit-db.com/
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Table 1. Fake patch properties

Property Explanation Implementation effort

Non-interfering Fake patches should not interfere with
program output nor inhibit performance
beyond some threshold determined on a
case to case basis

Experimentation

Conspicuous Fake patches should be “easy” to locate
by potential attackers

Easy

Believable Fake patches should be plausible and not
immediately detected as deceptive

Easy

Differentiable Traditional and fake patches should be
distinguishable by developers

Experimentation

Variability Fake patches should incorporate some
aspect of randomness when implemented

Easy

Enticing Fake patches should be attractive to
potential attackers such that they are not
automatically discarded

Experimentation

Shelf-life Fake patches should have a period of
time before they are discovered

Experimentation

compiler optimization nor should they be trivial to identify by attackers. These
patches should also address the properties outlined in Sect. 3.2. Implementation
components of a fake patch should at a minimum include at least one randomly
generated value and a conditional statement. Other implementation specifics
depend on the actual program being patched.

Control Flow. Fake patches having conditional statements that alter control flow
will make them apparent to attackers using static and dynamic analysis tools.
This addresses the conspicuous property. This also mimics the trend of patches
for input validation vulnerabilities.

Mimicking this trend could deceive attackers by showing changes that are
expected but fake, addressing the enticing property. Experimentation will show
how fake patches effect overall program runtime, addressing the non-interfering
property. We implement fake patch conditional statements such that they include
the destination or left-hand-side of an LLVM intermediate representation store
instruction in the original program mathematically compared to a randomly
generated value. The use of a random value address the variability property.

We form the body of if-statements by adding code that solves different mathe-
matical expressions with the original program’s value as input. These expressions
do not alter the value of the legitimate variable; thus, data flow is preserved. The
body of fake patch statements should be plausible for the program being patched.
This suggests that the body of a fake patch should be developed based on the
behavior of the program being patched.
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3.4 Post Testing

After applying a ghost patch to software, further testing should be conducted
for the following:

1. Evaluating ghost patch impact on software runtime and program memory
(i.e. lines of code).

2. Verifying ghost patch does not introduce incompatibilities by applying unit
testing.

A ghost patch should be evaluated for its impact on the program’s perfor-
mance to determine if it is feasible. This determination is dependant upon each
program and the execution environment of the program. The memory impact
of a ghost patch should also be considered. The size of a ghost patch should be
reasonable for end-users to download and apply to vulnerable systems. Develop-
ers should establish an upper threshold such that the feasibility is measurable
and can be validated. Conjectures about patch size and acceptable runtime are
outside of the scope of this research. We do analyze the statistical impact of
ghost patches on program runtime and program analysis.

3.5 LLVM Workflow

The workflow of our LLVM prototype begins with a traditionally patched file
(we assume developers have previously created a traditional patch). First, this
traditionally patched file is compiled using clang. This creates intermediate rep-
resentation bytecode of the traditionally patched program. Next, this file is com-
piled a second time, applying our ghost patch LLVM pass. This pass adds one
or more fake patches to the traditionally patched file. The fake patches are
also implemented in intermediate representation bytecode. This stage creates a
new ghost patched program. Next, this ghost patched program is compiled into
binary using the clang compiler. If the file being patched is part of a larger
project, the build tool for the project should be mapped to clang to ensure the
project gets compiled with the correct flag(s). After the ghost patched code is
compiled, the patched and unpatched (this file is before any traditional patch
has been applied) binaries are supplied to a binary diff tool, such as bsdiff, to
create a patch file that can be distributed and applied to unpatched programs.
A work flow diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 1.

3.6 Implementation

We implemented a proof of concept that addresses input validation vulnerabil-
ities involving integer variables. We believe our approach can be extended to
other variable types and data structures without loss of generality. Our imple-
mentation uses LLVM and is about 300 lines of C++ code.
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Fig. 1. Complete flow to create a ghost patch using LLVM and bsdiff

4 Evaluation

The prototype of an LLVM program was developed on an Ubuntu 14.04 x86 64
virtual machine. We used LLVM (version 3.4) to develop our pass because its
front end compiler allows optimizations to be developed that can be applied
to programs agnostic of the language they are written in. We use KLEE [7]
(version 1.3) to dynamically analyze our vulnerable code because it evaluates
paths through a program using symbolic execution, which can efficiently analyze
programs without enumerating every possible input value. Thus, results from
Klee represent a best case scenario for attacker resource utilization. The VM has
2 cores and 4 GB RAM. All experiments were also run on this virtual machine.

4.1 Simple Example

We evaluated our approach using the example below, which allows a user to enter
two values and then copies each value into an integer variable and lacks input
validation code. Then some, operations are performed and the results returned.
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int calculate(int alpha, int beta);

int main(){
int a,b,c;
int d = 9;

printf("Enter a value: \n");
scanf("%d", &a);
printf("Enter another value: \n");
scanf("%d", &b);

c = calculate(a,b);
printf("Value of C: %d\n",c);

a = b + d;
if(a > 27)

c = c * d;
else

b = a - b;

d += d;
return a;

}

int calculate (int alpha, int beta){
if(alpha > 88)

return (alpha + beta);
else

return (alpha * beta);
}

Experimentation. To evaluate our approach, we compare the length of time for
Klee [7], a symbolic execution, dynamic analysis tool, to analyze a legitimately
patched and faux patched version of the code. We use the runtime of Klee to
measure the impact of a faux patch on exploit generation. We exploit the fact
that each new branch will be analyzed because fake patches are indistinguishable
from traditional patches from a software perspective.

To show the effect of our approach on program analysis, we evaluate whether
the time to dynamically analyze traditionally patched code is significantly dif-
ferent statistically when compared to dynamically analyzing fake patched code
using a t test. We also evaluated program runtime using this same experimental
structure to determine fake patch’s effect on program performance.
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5 Results

5.1 Runtime Analysis

Using our simple code example, we collected runtime values using the time com-
mand for both the original program and a faux patched program. Figure 2 shows
the difference in program runtime between a fake patched program and the
unpatched program across 100 executions. Using this data, we determined the
statistical significance of this difference in runtime using a t test. We concluded
that there was no statistical significance between the runtimes for the original
program and the faux patched program.

Fig. 2. Difference in faux patched vs. unpatched program runtime

5.2 Program Analysis

We collected values for the runtime of Klee using the time command as it ana-
lyzed an unpatched, traditionally patched and faux patched version of our simple
code example. Figure 3 represents the runtime for each program across 100 exe-
cutions. A t test using these values reveled that there is a statistical significance
in Klee’s runtime between a traditionally patched program and a faux patched
program. This suggests that it is more resource intensive to analyze a faux
patched program compared to a traditionally patched program, thus analyzing
ghost patches would also require more resources.

6 Discussion

Our proof of concept implementation shows that the application of deception,
in the form of fake patches, to software patching is feasible. Our evaluation
shows that a faux patch does have an impact on exploit generation, increasing
the number of branches in a program, by increasing the resources necessary
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Fig. 3. Klee runtime analysis

to analyze a program. These same patches also impact a program’s runtime,
but this effect is not statistically significant. This suggests that deception can be
used to make exploit generation using patches more resource intensive, enhancing
the security of software patches. We believe that with additional research and
testing, this approach, either as a standalone technique or in conjunction with
other deceptive and detection methods, could impose an exponential increase
in program analysis, making exploit generation based on patches an expensive
operation, while only adding a minimal increase in program runtime. Our proof
of concept implemented and analyzed above supports this claim.

Patch Obfuscation. There are limitations associated with ghost patches that
could provide attackers an advantage in identifying fake patches or minimizing
their impact on program analysis. Attackers could use exploit generation tools
that perform analysis in parallel [6] to distribute the analysis load across multiple
machines and optimize exploit generation. One solution is to develop fake patches
that increase the length of each path in a program such that tools are unable
to develop an exploit. Another solution is to implement polymorphic patches.
Ghost patches can utilize randomization to create polymorphic patches that can
be distributed based on different heuristics (i.e. based on region, OS version, or
staggered by time). The non-deterministic nature of a polymorphic ghost patch
could make exploit development more difficult because the same patch would
not be applied to each end system. In this case, the traditional patch would
also have to be altered for each patch instance to prevent attackers who utilize
multiple instances of a patch to expose the legitimate vulnerability.

Based on our observations, traditional patches for input validation vulner-
abilities detect malicious input and return gracefully from the function. This
prevents a compromise, but when viewing a binary diff, searching for differ-
ences that add return commands could be an identification technique. Applying
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obfuscation to fake and legitimate patches or to the function being patched could
increase the difficulty in distinguishing between each type of patch. Future work
will explore obfuscation techniques to make code more difficult to understand
[13] and control flow more difficult to evaluate [17].

Active Response Patches. Based on the non-interfering property, faux patches
should not alter the semantics of the program; the verify step will expose that
fake patches do not alter program behavior. Thus, at worst, a brute force app-
roach could expose the vulnerability by analyzing program behavior for each
path in a program and identifying which change a program’s behavior.

One solution is to use the active response technique for legitimate patches.
Active response patches prevent a vulnerability from being exploited but respond
to exploits using the same response as an unpatched program. The response
could return sanitized data from the actual machine or transfer execution to a
honeypot environment [2]. This masking would increase the resources necessary
for dynamic analysis tools to identify unpatched systems. Further research will
develop techniques that hinder or prevent exploit verification.

Approach Limitation. Another limitation is that based on our experiments,
ghost patches only have a dynamic analysis impact when there are multiple
store operations within a program’s intermediate representation (i.e. operations
that includes an = sign). Programs that use standard functions (i.e. memmov,
memcpy) to assign values semantically perform the same operation, but are
represented differently syntactically, and thus a fake patch cannot be applied.

Adding new lines of code also could add unexpected vulnerabilities. The faux
patch code is like any other code that could have a vulnerability. Ghost patched
code could also be attacked. Providing attackers with additional paths that could
be attacked could result in a denial of service type of attack that slows overall
program runtime which could impact the machine’s performance.

Future work will extend our tool to compile and add fake patches to more
complex code. Additional testing will give insight into the effectiveness of ghost
patches. We believe because of the simplistic nature of our approach (i.e. adding
conditional statements using the store instruction), its’ statistically significant
increase in program analysis time will not be lost. We also believe that because
of the fake patch if-statement body’s code, the difference in runtime will not be
statistically significant.

7 Conclusion

This work proposed, implemented and evaluated ghost patching as a technique
to mislead attackers using patches to develop exploits against input validation
vulnerabilities. We discuss fake patch properties as well as analyze a proof of
concept using LLVM. Through experimentation, we found that fake patches add
latency to program runtime that is not statistically significant while adding a sta-
tistically significant amount of latency to program analysis. If used by program
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developers as they develop patches for security flaws, we believe faux patches
could disrupt the exploit generation process, providing more time for end users
to update their systems.
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